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Dynamic curvature control of rolled-up metal nanomembranes using

an active magnesium layer design is implemented in bio-oriented

conditions to realize shape transformation of expansion, shrinking,

un-rolling and re-rolling. The tube integrated with a catalytic Pt

layer is proposed for a new type of smart drug delivery microsystem.
Shaped sheets or membranes on a small scale are often found in

nature and play a paramount role in enabling the multi-functional-

ities of living systems.1 This process has inspired a paradigm for

creating synthetic counterparts of nano-scale thickness membranes

(nanomembranes: NMs) as well as forming them into various spatial

configurations (tubes, spirals, helices, wrinkles/buckles, ribbons, etc.).

These synthetic forms, when integrated onto micro/nano-devices,

could serve a vast array of potential applications2�3 such as in

mechanics, electronics, optoelectronics, fluidics, sensors and bio-

devices to name just a few. The individual objects themselves could

work in micro/nano-robotics, single-cell analysis, miniature elec-

trodes and so on. One forming method is known as rolled-up

nanotechnology, a method which causes nanofilms to self-scroll into

micro/nanotubes.4,5 The key process is utilizing built-in strain forces

in thin solid films. Such films release from the substrates and roll up

into nanomembrane micro/nanotubes (Rolled-Up Nanomembrane

micro/nanoTubes: RUNTs) to relax the built-in stain,5 a process

known as strain engineering. The use of this process has been flour-

ishing owing to its extraordinary traits such as well-defined 3D
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tubular geometry, extremely high aspect ratio (radius-to-thickness

ratio of up to 1 : 1000), and unique multi-shell and none-closed scroll

structures.6�8 Recently, a generic approach has been established to

put forward this nanotechnology in combination with conventional

photolithography and thin film vacuum deposition.6 The materials’

versatility and deposition compatibility make designing and

producing RUNTs out of functional hybrid multi-layered nanofilms

relatively easy.

Dynamic shape-control of RUNTs remains relatively unexplored

and challenging,6,9,10 and a simple and bio-compatible process is of

course highly interesting for biological or medical applications.11 In

this communication, we present our conceptual design and experi-

mental demonstration of the dynamic curvature-control of RUNTs

using the active material magnesium (Mg). The curvature-control

design is based on assembly, disassembly and spontaneous chemical

modification of the active Mg layer on RUNTs, and is implemented

by simply placing it in water, a bio-oriented condition. Our work on

such processes can not only offer a strategic approach towards

realistic future applications in biological or medical fields, but also

help us to understand the fundamentalmechanical behavior of strain-

engineered NMs. Furthermore, we demonstrate how shape-tunable

RUNTs with inserted catalytic layers can work as highly efficient

micro/nano-engines. Such RUNTs, with integrated functionalities of

engines, transformers and chemo-locomotors, offer a potential

starting point for smart drug delivery systems.11For instance,Mg can

be replaced with other materials, which can be removed or dissolved

in certain fluids; and rolled-up engines containing active materials

could release or stop releasing drugs based on expansion or

contraction when meeting certain fluids.

In our experiments, bi-layer Ti andCr nanofilmswere deposited by

e-beam deposition sequentially onto lithographically patterned

polymer layers (AR-P3510 photoresist) on a silicon (111) substrate.

The pre-stressed bi-layers were automatically rolled-up into nano-

membrane tubes (RUNTs) by dissolving the photoresist layer in

solvents (such as acetone or ethanol). The RUNTswere supercritical-

point-dried for optical and SEM observation. All RUNTs had the

same Ti/Cr (5/5 nm) bi-layer framework. Additionally, Ti/Cr/Mg

(5/5/5–20 nm) RUNTs with active Mg on top were prepared for

expansion and contraction control inwater. Ti/Cr/Mg (5/5/10 nm) tri-

layers were taken freshly out of the vacuum and placed into acetone

for scrolling and remained in the acetone for a relatively long time

(approx. 45min) for surface chemical modification ofMg by reaction

with the acetone. Then the rolled-up RUNTs were instantly
J. Mater. Chem., 2012, 22, 12983–12987 | 12983
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transferred into water for observation of the dynamic motions of

un-rolling, re-rolling and shrinking under an optical microscope with

a high-speed camera (Photonic Science Limited); images were

captured by the live videos at 50 frames per second. A very thin Pt

layer (0.5 nm)was inserted into the Ti/Cr/Mg tri-layer underneath the

Mg by sputtering deposition to produce Ti/Cr/Pt/Mg (5/5/0.5/10 nm)

RUNTs as catalytic micro/nano engines (N-jets). The N-jets were

detached from the Si substrate into hydrogen peroxide solutions

(from 0.1 to 10 wt%) with surfactant (0.5 wt% benzalkonium chlo-

ride), and were then observed using the above-mentioned optical

microscope and camera. The contact angle was measured by Data-

Physics equipment (OCA series) on the samples of Ti film, and the

surface produced by Mg-mediated reaction (deposited Mg film

immersed instantly in acetone for 45 min then critical point dried).

In order to realize dynamic curvature-control of our RUNTs, we

create a functional strain-engineered bi-layer for roll-up and an active

layer for curvature-tuning. As sketched in Fig. 1, a Ti/Cr (titanium/

chromium) bi-layer provides a basic rolling framework because of the

two materials’ readily available stress misfit for scrolling. The Ti and

Cr nanofilms are subsequently deposited onto a patterned photoresist

layer (as a sacrificial layer) on a silicon substrate, with a material

beam incidence angle (the angle between the orientation of the sample

surface and the direction of deposited material flux), here 60�, for
shadowing one side wall to create an etch window.6 By etching away

patterns through the shadowed side, Ti/Cr nanofilms curl up spon-

taneously to relax the mismatched stress, and eventually roll up into

RUNTs with multiple windings (rotations). As for the curvature

control, we adoptMg as an active layer due to its unique physical and

chemical properties as well as unquestionable safety in biomedical

applications. The activeMg layer is topped onto a Ti/Cr bi-layer with
Fig. 1 Scheme of curvature-control RUNTs by active Mg design: (a)

left: active Mg on Ti/Cr framed RUNTs; middle: representative optical

microscope image of RUNTs (Ti/Cr/Mg, 5/5/10 nm); right: SEM graphs

of individual tubes. (b) Dynamic curvature-control: (1) expansion by

active Mg assembly; (2) shrinking byMg layer disassembly; (3) in situ un-

rolling and re-rolling by chemical and physico-chemical interaction.

12984 | J. Mater. Chem., 2012, 22, 12983–12987
appropriate thicknesses as illustrated in the left image of Fig. 1a.

Ti/Cr/Mg tri-layeredRUNTs are then formedwith high yield (see the

middle image of Fig. 1a). An individual tube displays a well-shaped

scroll structure with tightly bonded windings as shown in the right-

hand image of Fig. 1a. Consequently, dynamic curvature-control (for

example, expanding, shrinking, unrolling and re-rolling) can be

realized using Mg-activated RUNTs as depicted in Fig. 1b: (1)

assembly/deposition of an activeMg layer leads to expansion of Ti/Cr

RUNTs in diameter by a physico-mechanical mediation of the pre-

stress states across the whole NMs; (2) disassembly/degradation of an

Mg layer in water causes RUNTs to shrink in diameter; (3) surface

modification of theMg layer with acetone and/or water could enable

RUNTs to un-roll and then re-roll in a dynamic evolution.

Fig. 2 shows that the diameter of Ti/Cr RUNTs can be effectively

increased by thickening theMg top-layer of Ti/Cr/Mg tri-layer NMs.

These NMs roll up into expanded RUNTs with an increased thick-

ness equal only to that of the Mg layer. However, such nano-

membranes remain uncurled whenMg thickness reaches and exceeds

approx. 20 nm (Fig. 2a). Note that the Ti/Cr thickness (5/5 nm)

remains constant and the change of the curvature is attributed solely

to the added Mg layer.

It is known that the curvature of RUNTs depends on the pre-stress

mismatch across all of the layers, as well as the layer thickness itself.4,5
Fig. 2 Shape control of RUNTs by assembly and disassembly of Mg

layer: (a) expansion by Mg assembly: diameter increase of RUNTs with

Mg thickness (Ti/Cr/Mg, 5/5/0–20 nm), and upper: illustration of pre-

stress states across the total NMs; (b) shrinking by Mg disassembly:

optical and SEM images of, left: as-rolled-up RUNTs Ti/Cr/Mg (5/5/10

nm) and right: shrunken RUNTs in water.

This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012
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Fig. 3 In situ dynamic shape-control of RUNTs: (a) un-rolling,

re-rolling and shrinking frame images of RUNTs Ti/Cr/Mg(5/5/10 nm)

(rolled up and chemically reacted in acetone for 45 min and then trans-

ferred instantly into water); (b) schematic rationale for un-rolling motion:

unfold momentum produced by interfacial tension asymmetry between

outside and inside top-layers, and optical images of: contact angle of the

water on the Ti (upper right) layer, and the Mg-mediated product layer

(lower left); (c) Mg reacts with acetone by pinacol coupling reaction and

water by re-arrangement reaction.
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The pre-stress in each layer originates mainly from thermal and

intrinsic residual stresses.12 For instance, a Cr film deposited at room

temperature has a high tensile residual stress because of its lowTd/Tm

(Td: deposition temperature, Tm: melting point; leading to low atom

mobility), its body-centered-cubic crystalline type and structural

flaws; while a Ti film deposited under the same conditions presents

a comparably compressive state due to its relatively high Td/Tm as

well as its hexagonal structure.12,13 Hence, such stress differences

between Ti and Cr layers are responsible for the curling phenomenon

once the whole bi-layer releases from the substrate (the upper

left panel in Fig. 2a). When topped with one Mg layer, the whole

Ti/Cr/Mg tri-layer can develop one modified stress-state across the

total NM. Mg has different physical and mechanical properties

compared with Ti and Cr, such as a higher thermal expansion coef-

ficient (25.0, 6.2, 8.6 mm$m�1$K�1 for Mg, Cr, Ti respectively12),

higher Td/Tm than Cr and Ti, and its unique hexagonal closed-pack

(HCP) crystallographic structure. All these features cause the

deposited Mg layer to build up a higher compressive stress state

compared with the underlying Ti/Cr layers.12,13 Thus, as depicted in

the upper right panel of Fig. 2a, the Mg layer effectively offsets the

tensile stress built up in the Cr layer and therefore reduces the driving

force for curling up. But with a very thin Mg layer things get more

complicated, most likely due to other surface effects such as coales-

cence, roughness, etc.13 It is worth noting that beyond the offsetting

causedby theMg layer, the thicknessof theNMitself canalso result in

an increase in the diameter (scaling up) of the rolled-up tubes,6,14 but

the offsetting effect described above seems to dominate our rolling

system. An additional Mg layer with a neutral/tensile strain state can

smoothly increase or decrease the diameter of the tube, but will not

entirely stop the rolling-up process. In our system, a 20 nm-thickMg

layer can stop the rolling of the whole NM. This shows that strain

mismatch is mainly responsible for the scaling up of our RUNTs.

The dynamic shape-control of micro/nanoscale objects is of

fundamental significance in nature and artificial structures.15–17

Thurmer et al. found that the dissolution of an Nb2O5 layer could

readjust the strain gradient in the whole layer and thus change the

rolling behaviour.16Here, the activeMgmaterial on our RUNTs can

fulfill the task of dynamic curvature control without any external

forces, because it can simply dissolve inwater.We preparedTi/Cr/Mg

RUNTs (5/5/10 nm) and found that they can shrink dynamically in

water by a significant amount (from approx. 11 mm to approx. 2 mm

in diameter) after the Mg layer is dissolved away. Strikingly, the

shrunken tubes become even smaller than normal Ti/Cr bi-layer

RUNTs with the same thickness (approx. 5.5 mm). The reasons

hypothesized are thus: firstly, the dynamically reducing thickness

causes lower stiffness of NMs and therefore easier bending/curling.

Secondly, hydrogen bubbles produced on the inner wall of the Mg

layer when it dissolves result in a compression effect as well as extra

gas/solid surface tension, leading to further shrinking.18 Likewise, the

hydrogen bubbles and in situ Mg dissolving during the shrinking

process are likely to prevent neighboring windings from bonding

simultaneously, also contributing to the reduced RUNT diameter.

Expanding and shrinking RUNTs by assembly and disassembly of

an active layer has proven an effective method to tune the curvature

of rolled-up NMs without any additional external forces. Using

a similar process, surface modification of the active layer can also be

used to change the chemo-mechanical properties of its surface. Fast

responses and simple processes maymake such treatment an efficient

way to assemble and/or disassemble micro/nano-architectures. Here,
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012
we placed the deposited NMs (Ti/Cr/Mg, 5/5/10 nm) into acetone

(also as an etching solution for the sacrificial layer), and observed the

results. The NMs rolled up into RUNTs, and at the same time the

active Mg reacted with the acetone to form a chemically modified

layer. After about 45 minutes’ reaction time, we transferred the rol-

led-up RUNTs instantly into water. Surprisingly, we found that the

RUNTs displayed a dynamic curvature change. As demonstrated in

Video S1† and the captured images in Fig. 3a, the RUNTs unrolled

first, then re-rolled back into tubes again, and finally shrank to

become smaller RUNTs.

The rationale for the un-rolling process is sketched in Fig. 3b. It is

proposed that an intermediate organometallic product was formed

firstly on the top layer when the active Mg reacted with the acetone

(Fig. 3c) by a pinacol coupling reaction (Grignard chemical reaction)

due to theMg’s extremely high reactivity.19 In order to prove such an

assumption, the modified surface was measured as being hydro-

phobic (Fig. 3b, left lower inset) using thewater contact anglemethod

on pre-prepared films after a prolonged reaction in acetone; while the

opposite outer Ti layer still remained hydrophilic (Fig. 3b, right upper

inset). The hydrophilicity imbalance between the inner Mg and outer

Ti layers is the direct cause of the asymmetry in surface tension

illustrated in Fig. 3b.18 The interfacial/surface tension induces

a compressive force on the outermost solid surface to counter against

attractive forces among water molecules.18 Evidently, the magnitude

of the interfacial force upon the hydrophilic Ti layer is substantially

larger than that on the hydrophobic modified Mg–organic layer,

hence producing an unfolding outwards force. Quantitatively, if the

surface-tension-driven momentum herein is sufficient to overcome

the bending energy (mostly stored elastic energy) plus bonding energy

between neighboring wings, RUNTs will un-scroll into flattened

NMs in order to thermodynamically lower the energy states of the

NM forms.14,20,21 Such phenomena related to surface-tension-driven

shape/conformational change of NMs work widely in nature and

play a crucial role in implementing multi-functionalities.21 For

instance, cell movements/motions can be actuated through cell-

membrane shape change due to hydrophilic/hydrophobic mediation
J. Mater. Chem., 2012, 22, 12983–12987 | 12985
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by trans-membrane proteins. Similar behaviors have been consis-

tently reported on synthetic NMs both theoretically15 and experi-

mentally,16 for example the curling up of graphene sheets caused by

the application of water droplets. More importantly, our success

regarding such shape-control on well-defined synthetic RUNTs

shows another route towards realizing smart environment-responsive

NM-based objects. For example, once the Mg–organic product and

then the Mg are dissolved away with water by the pinacol re-

arrangement reaction (Fig. 3c),19 the NMs immediately re-scroll back

into tubes driven solely again by the stored elastic bending energy,

and finally shrink into smaller Ti/Cr bi-layer tubes in a similar way to

those described above. Interestingly, the NMs re-roll back in

a different direction (perpendicular to the unroll direction), which

could be due to the different mechanical property of each layer in the

NMs.22Also, the speed of the rolling back is much faster than that of

the unrolling in the NMs, which is similar to the previous result.16

Furthermore, we demonstrate that our shape-controllableRUNTs

can be applied as catalytic micro/nanoscale motors for smart drug

delivery when we insert a thin catalytic material (platinum, Pt)

underneath the Mg layer. The hybrid NMs (Ti/Cr/Pt/Mg, 5/5/0.5/10

nm) can roll up into tubes to perform not only the above-mentioned

shape motions, but also perform as micro/nano-machines by har-

nessing chemical energy after the active Mg bio-degrades. This series

of motions could serve for intelligent drug delivery tasks in a human-

body-environment-responsive way which is a critical requirement for

advanced nano-medicine.11 For example, the Ti/Cr/Pt/Mg RUNTs

could employMg to perform expanding, shrinking, un-rolling and re-
Fig. 4 Pt inserted Mg-based RUNTs (Ti/Cr/Pt/Mg, 5/5/0.5/10 nm) as

nano-engines (jets) in H2O2 solution: (a) schematic (left) and SEM

micrograph (right) of N-engine, and (b) translocation speed (linear

velocity and body length) with H2O2 concentrations, and the represen-

tative optical image of moving N-jets (inset).

12986 | J. Mater. Chem., 2012, 22, 12983–12987
rolling for dynamic drug loading and unloading. Then, after the

removal of the Mg, the drug-loaded RUNTs could move as micro/

nano-engines by using Pt as a catalytic layer. Fig. 4 shows how the

tubular engines run after the Mg dissolves away in H2O2 solution

(with 0.5 wt% surfactant of benzalkonium chloride). The H2O2-

fueled chemo-locomotor by is propelled by the recoiling of oxygen

bubbles (produced by H2O2 decomposition).6 Interestingly, the

tubular engines start moving noticeably at very low H2O2 concen-

trations (0.1 wt% to 3.0 wt%, consistent with certain human body

conditions24). Their linear velocity as well as body length velocity

both increase with increased H2O2 concentrations (Fig. 4b), reaching

approx. 845 mm s�1 (11.2 body lengths per second), an unrivaled

speed compared with similar counterparts reported at 3.0 wt%

H2O2.
6,17,23 Ultimately smart engines could be created to travel along

H2O2 gradients and target specific disease sites where there exist

unusually high H2O2 concentrations from the production of oxida-

tive radicals by inflammatory/abnormal cells.

It is noteworthy that this remarkable behavior is attributed to our

unique shrunken RUNTs’ structure i.e. their loosely packed tubular

shape. Fig. 4a (left: schematic; right SEM image) shows the tubular

engines. Besides the scaling-down of the RUNTs in diameter (from

approx. 11 mm into approx. 2 mm), even more importantly, the inner

part appears much looser and many neighboring windings are not

tightly bonded with each other. All these exposed inner areas act as

catalytic reaction surfaces for oxygen bubble production. Note that

the diameter of the central tubular aperture reaches a scale of approx.

800 nm. The greater number of exposed surfaces can result in

enhanced H2O2 chemical decomposition caused by the Pt catalyst;

while the face-to-face Pt and Ti in H2O2 electrolyte solution act as

bimetallic galvanic cells and can therefore also accelerate H2O2

electrochemical decomposition.17,23 Both features may favor the

increase of H2O2 decomposition into oxygen bubbles. Thus our

shrunken tubular engines can lead to bubble generation with a higher

frequency compared with other engines.17,23

Conclusions

In conclusion, we have demonstrated dynamic curvature-control of

rolled-up nanomembrane tubes in biocompatible environments

through active Mg layer designs. Combined with catalytic Pt, the

hybrid tubes can function as micro/nano-engines and implement

a series of spontaneous motions in a human body environment

without the need for external forces. The dynamic shape changes,

together with H2O2 trace responsive chemo-locomotion, could help

our RUNTs to serve directly as smart drug delivery systems.25

Interesting future work may focus on completing the intelligent

in vitro or in vivo tasks highly demanded in nano-biomedicine, such as

drug loading, delivery, targeting and attacking. Moreover, such

concepts also provide vast possibilities for creating new types of

environmentally responsive intelligent nanomembrane-based objects,

designed for diverse applications such as bio/chemo-sensors, detec-

tors, scavengers and robots at a micro/nano-scale.26 The science

revealed therein can also help us to better understand both our

natural and synthetic worlds.1,27,28
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